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Tech nica I specifications

Sliding table cutting lengths:

Sliding table length With or without scoring saw blade

1800 mm 1700 mm

3200 mm 3100 mm

These cutting lengths refer to mechanical travel,

i.e. from end stop to end stop on the sliding table.

Machine weight

810 kg

315 mm

0-87mm

0-60mm

558

Table height

870 mm

Cutting heights:

Sawblade diameter

Cutting heights at 90'

Cutting heights al 45"

250 mm

0-55mm

0-38mm

300 mm

0-80mm

0-56mm

350 mm

0-105mm

0-73mm

1550

400 mm

0-130mm

0-91mm
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Min. 1800
Max. 3300

its sleeves and creating the economic miracle.

l for their worldwide success. The Altendorf

rationally. With the success of this table saw,

ut a sliding table were used in most carpentry

of the Altendorf system were well known and

rw, then it's got to be an Altendo¡f WA 80 slid-

¡l 3,700. At this price and with its new revolu-

ic miracle.

Space requirements
A : Sliding table length + 290 mm

B : Sliding table length + 220 mm
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lorf WA 80 can be inspected and ordered from

I Altendorf distributors. Take a look at the new

'yourself! Also on the web at

rdorf.com.

'Altendorf WA 80 now and experience your

¡mic miracle as the proud owner of a WA 80!

ffmre¡rtrt-
Hnnnd ffiesfrunlkmissfiUc
WA BO longitudinql ond Cross Cutting Circulor Sqw
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Dividing up panels:

Set the width of the rip fence,

cut the panel strip on the fence,

cut the remaining piece to width

on fl¡e crosscut fence.

Rìpping solid wood:

fusition the rip fence in front of
the sawblade, set the width,

clamp the timber under the

clamping såoe on the sliding
table, guide the workpiece along

the rip fence through the rotating

sawblade.

Crosscutting on the rip
fence/c¡osscut fence:

First cut a stnight edge, then
position the rip fence in front of
the sawblade, set to tâe required

tength and cut. Cut the remaining
piece to size on the crosscut

fence.

Angle and mitre cuts:

For the angle cut, tilt the saw-

blade to the desi¡ed degree and

lay the workpiece against the
crosscut-mitre fence. For the

m¡tte cut, set the c¡osscut-mit¡e
fence to the mitre required, lay

the workpiece against the fence

and cut.
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rcknowledg¡ng the sterling serv¡ce of the first

ion in the more than 100,000 carpentry shops

, woodworkers are seek¡ng a versatile, reliable

ls that start-up firms are seek¡ng too. And all of

as w¡th these users in mind that Altendorf

ance rat¡o. !n addition, it is built in Germany at

ls that apply to all Altendorf sliding table saws.

ts a number of amazing technicalfeatures. The

Èd to perform all types of cutting requ¡red on a

a mach¡ne that guarantees rock-sol¡d build
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The motor: 5.5 kW (7.5 HP)
with linear height adjustment.

The proven Altendorf double
roller carriage with steel bar
guidance.

C!

Fast and easy saw blade
changing with the quick-
change system.

Simple lever-operated manual
lowering of scorer.
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nost 100 years, Altendorf's proven technology

h rapid lowering and mechanical height preset

nd lateral position is
nually. Once the
een sef, the scorer
ed quickly using the
right. The set height
,ed by resetting the

'r.
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)cif¡cation.

The multi-chamber system for
maximum rigidity of the double

roller carriage.

Ctosscut-mitrc fence: for accurate

crosscutting and mit¡e cutting in
a single function. Cutting range:

95 - 3200 mm. Mitre angle infi-
nitely adjustable from 0-49'.

Fine adjustnent on the rip fence, Digital tilt angle display.

smæth and precise.

Right of the sawblade:

' Ergonomically located grip recess in machine table

' Fine adjustment on rip fence

' Mechanical lock on rip fence in front of sawblade

. Easy to adjust graduated scale

' Large support area

Hood:

Laterally adjustable Altendorf extraction hood

Narrow and wide extraction hood

Left of the sawblade:

Precise, robustly mounted crosscut-mitre fence for simple setting

and accurately reproducible 90'

Perfectly square connection of cross slide to sliding table

Flip stops with bilateral mountings clamp tightly to securely hold

the set dimension

Easily removable cross slide

Simple adjustment of graduated scales and magnifier for read-off

rs in only two variants: with scorer or without

I any ifs and buts.

also something of a miracle. With a comprehen-

fing immediately on delivery. lt will arrive

'ed. So all you need to do is unpack it, plug it in

Short sliding table:
lf requested, the machine can

also be supplied with a 1800 mm
table - at no extra charge.

WA 80 specifications and benefits:

Sliding table: 3200 mm or 1800 mm, cutting length: 3100 mm or

1700 mm.

Cutting height: 130 mm (regardless of scorer), with max. saw blade

diameter 400 mm, which drops down completely below table level

Height adjustment: motorised with linear guidance, maintenance-free

Tilt adjustment: up to 45', motorised, positioning speed: 12 sec.

from 0 to 45'

Digital tilt angle display

Cutting width: 1300 mm on the rip fence, with fine adjustment

Motor:

Motor rating: 5.5 kW (7.5 HP)

speeds: 3000/4000/5000 rpm.

Belt change: simple with release of bracket, easy access to motor,

interior light for motor compartment

Milling tools up to 15 mm can be used

Scoring unit: with rapid lowering and mechanical height preset

Extraction outlet: on the outside of the machine frame
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